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Sorption of Water
by Organic
Insulating Materials
By R. L. TAYLOR
Chemical Laboratories

WHEN insulating materials
like rubber and phenol
plastics are immersed in
water or exposed to humid air large
changes may occur in their resistivity,
dielectric constant, and power factor.
These changes are caused by water
which condenses on the surface, adsorbs in the interstices of the material,
or is absorbed by soluble impurities.
Laboratory studies of these effects
help to predict the behavior of such
materials in service.
Initially, the rate of sorption* is
comparatively rapid whether the substance is immersed in water or water
vapor; in most cases the amount of
water taken up increases as the square
root of the time of exposure. Characteristic sorption curves are shown in
Figure i for soft vulcanized rubber
and phenol plastic in distilled water.
*Sorption is used in conformity with current
phraseology to signify the combined effect of
adsorption and absorption.
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The phenol plastic reaches a state of
equilibrium where sorption ceases, but
the rubber, which is elastic, may continue to take up water until it disintegrates and is dispersed throughout
the liquid. This is illustrated by the
logarithmic graphs of Figure 2. At
vapor pressures less than saturation,
equilibrium is reached by both phenol
plastic and soft vulcanized rubber but
the rate of sorption and final water
content are less.
Several factors will cause sorption
curves to deviate from straight lines
before the point of equilibrium is
reached. Among these are changes
during the test in temperature or in
relative vapor pressure. Leaching of
water -soluble materials decreases the
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Fig. i Sorption of water by thin sheets of
insulating materials that are immersed in
distilled water
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slopes of the curves; and the formation
of additional water -soluble materials
by oxidation shifts the curves upward.
The latter is of particular significance
because it is a measure of the deterioration of materials when they come in

contact with water.
The straight -line logarithmic plot
of Figure 2 can be used to predict
the water content of materials exposed to water for a given length of
time, if fixed conditions of temperature and relative vapor pressure
are maintained. A rubber piece -part
which, for example, sorbs o.1 per cent
water in one day will, in accordance
with this straight -line relation, contain about six per cent water after
ten years.
In the early stages of sorption the
percentage increase in weight of sheet
materials when exposed to water
varies nearly inversely with the thickness of the sheet, provided its area is
large in comparison with its thickness.
Since the rate of sorption is given by
the slope of a curve showing the increase in weight plotted against the
square root of time, the slope for a
sample of unit thickness will serve
as a sorption coefficient to compare
different materials. At room temperature the sorption coefficient for a
phenol plastic is about 0.026; for soft
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rigid material

rubber, 0.015 and for ebonite, 0.0024.
The coefficient describes the rate at
which a material takes up water, and
is not a measure of the final water
content of the material.
It has been demonstrated experimentally for rubber that the logarithm
of the sorption coefficient is inversely
propertional to the absolute tempera20
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distilled water both the water
content and dielectric constant of a rubber
sheet increase

ture. By using this straight -line relation it is possible to calculate from
short-time test data obtained at one
temperature the water content of
such materials after an extended
period of immersion at some different
temperature.
An important practical application
of sorption data is predicting the
changes in dielectric constant which
accompany the sorption of water.
When sheets of soft vulcanized rubber
are immersed in distilled water at
constant temperature, the increase in
weight is proportional to the square
root of time, but the accompanying
increase in dielectric constant of the
material is proportional to the fourth
root of time.
These relations are illustrated in
Figure 3. There is, however, an initial
37'

period when the di-

electric constant increases rather rapidly
and during which the
power factor reaches a
peak. The rapid increase in dielectric
constant is believed to
result frcm water adsorbed on the inner
structure of the material and the slow

increase thereafter

mainly to water absorbed by water -soluble substances that are
in the material.
Fig. 5 -F. 7. Biondi measuring the absorption characterisFrom the relation- tics of a plastic by suspending it from a spiral quartz spring
and observing the rate at which the spring elongates
ships of the preceding
paragraph, it is evident that the increase in dielectric such as soft vulcanized rubber does
constant is proportional to the square not distribute itself evenly throughout
root of the water content. A curve the material but concentrates largely
illustrating this is shown in Figure 4. in the outer layers and decreases exAlthough different materials differ in ponentially toward the center. In
the amounts of water they sorb and in many practical cases this exponential
the effect of this water on the di- distribution proves advantageous; for
electric constant, when the relation example, sorption by the insulation
between dielectric constant and water on rubber -covered wire. In this case
content is known, a measurement of the rubber next to the conductor may
dielectric constant alone suffices to remain relatively dry although the
describe the water- sorbing charac- amount of water sorbed by the insulator as a whole is appreciable. Wire
teristics of many materials.
Before equilibrium is reached, water insulation which has sorbed water in
sorbed by a homogeneous material this manner should be considered as
graded rather than homogeneous.
30
Curves may be plotted to show the
distribution of water in insulation of
20
ñ=0.5
various kinds and shapes. These
curves, with others of the type shown
to
in Figure 4, may be used to calculate
e
the dielectric properties of this type
6
of continuously graded insulation. Information of this character is of prac4
0.4
4 5 6
0.6 0 6 10
2
3
8
tical interest in the telephone plant
INCREASE IN WEIGHT IN PER CENT
because of the increasing use of buried
Fig. 4- Dependence of the dielectric con- wire and the installation of circuits in
stant of rubber sheets on the water content locations exposed to high humidity.
10
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Terminating Markers:
Busy Testing and Line -Choice Selection
By J. W. DEHN
Central-Office Switching Development

BY OPERATIONS described in
a previous article,* the terminating marker decodes the
number transmitted to it by the
terminating sender, and operates a
block relay in one of the number
groups. Forty block relays with their
cross -connection banks, which permit
the assignment of any line number to
any line switch in the office, are
mounted in a bay as shown in Figure
r. Since each block relay represents
twenty line numbers, each bay represents Boo line numbers, and a
sufficient number of bays are installed
to take care of all the lines in the
office. The operation of a block relay
closes sixty contacts -three for each
of the twenty subscriber numbers associated with it. Over one of these
three leads, the marker will test the
called line to determine whether or
not it is busy. If the line is in use, the
marker will cause a busy signal to be
returned to the subscriber. If the line
is idle, however, relays will be operated over the other two leads to
direct the marker to the particular
crossbar switch to which the line is
connected, so that a path may be
found between it and the incoming
trunk. The lead used for the busy
test will then be used to operate the
hold magnet of the line called.
Each of the sixty moving contact
springs of a block relay is strapped to
the corresponding springs of all other
*RECORD,

7uly, 1939, p. 356.
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block relays of the number group, and
is then carried through the number group connector to the marker. Here
they are distributed and connected

i -Block relay bays, each with forty
block relays above, and line cross -connecting
terminals for their Nc and NF leads below

Fig.
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to three moving spring contacts of
twenty L relays as shown in Figure 2.
The three leads for each line are
marked NC, NF, and NS, followed in
each case by a number from o to 19
to designate the twenty lines of the
block relay. The L relays are also
numbered from o to 19.
The leads from the front contacts
of the block relays run to terminal
strips -all the NC leads to one set, the
NF to another, and the NS to another.
The terminal strips for the NC and NF
leads are mounted on the frames beneath the block relays as illustrated in
Figure i. These terminal strips are
five terminals high and ten wide, and
ten of them are mounted in a row
across the frames. One such row for
the NF leads is shown immediately beneath the block relays. Below it are

shows the arrangement for one
twenty-block relay only.
The twenty leads from each of the
three multiple -terminal banks associated with the NF terminals are marked
TF, HF, and RF, respectively, and numbered o to 19 inclusive. They are all
carried through the number -group
connector to the marker. Cross-connecting jumpers are run from each NF
terminal to one of the terminals in one
of the multiple -terminal banks. For
individual and party lines, the jumper
runs to either the TF or RF banks, depending on whether the called station is rung over the "tip" or "ring"
conductor, while trunks to a PBX
are cross -connected to the HF bank,
except the last trunk in a group to any
one PBX, which is cross -connected to
the RF bank.
three banks of multiple -terminal
The terminals for the NS leads are
strips, each twenty terminals high. on the line distributing frame. The
These multiple- terminal banks
terminals to which they are cross somewhat like the banks of a panel connected on this latter frame are
selector in appearance -are built up connected to one side of the hold magof insulated horizontal metal strips nets of the primary switches on the
with soldering terminals projecting in line -link frames, and there is thus one
line with each terminal of the upper terminal for each equipped line in the
set of terminal strips. Below these is office. Cross-connecting jumpers are
another row of terminal strips for NF run to associate each NS lead with the
terminals like the one above. Two hold magnet with which the corstrips -one above and one below the responding line is associated at the
multiple- terminal banks -take care line switch. If the line is busy, its NS
of the NF terminals from the five block lead will be found grounded through
relays controlled by one hundred- the sleeve lead of the line. Thus when
block relay. Eight pairs of fifty - a block relay is operated, the twenty
terminal strips across the bay thus NS leads brought to the marker will be
provide for all the block relays on the either grounded or not grounded debay. The ninth and tenth pairs of pending on whether the lines are busy
terminal strips are used for other or idle.
purposes. Below these cross- connecAs may be seen from Figure 2, the
tion terminals for the NF leads is a NS leads are extended through back
similar set for the NC leads, the main contacts on the L relays-which are
difference being that there are only unoperated at this point -to the
two banks of multiple terminals for windings of s relays, and the s relays
the NC leads instead of the three connected to busy lines will be operprovided for the NF terminals. Figure ated by the ground on their Ns leads,
3

-
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by contacts on the "tens even" or
"tens odd" relays. These "even" and
"odd" relays, in turn, are operated by
a chain through relays of the tens
group, the "tens even" being operated if the tens digit is even, and the
"tens odd" if it is odd.
These tweny leads from the units
register relays run to the moving
spring contacts of the twenty s relays,
and one of them will be grounded. If
the relay to which this grounded lead
is connected is operated, indicating a
busy line, the ground will be carried
through a front contact on the s relay,
and a back contact on the associated
HT relay, to a line -busy relay, which
causes relays in the incoming trunk
to operate and return a busy tone to
the calling subscriber. If the line is
not busy, the s relay will not operate,

while those of idle lines will be left
unoperated. The number dialed is
indicated by a gound placed on one of
twenty leads coming from the unit digits group of recording relays. These
twenty leads follow through a chain
of contacts as in the thousands, hundreds, and tens groups of recording
relays, only the chain for the unit
group relays includes two additional
relays, one marked "tens even" and
the other "tens odd." This is necessary because a twenty -block includes
two sets of ten digits: in the o twenty group for example, are digits o -i9;
the first ten, 0 -9, are called the even
group, and the second, 10 -19, the odd
group. Similarly 20-2.9 is an even
group and 30 -39 an odd group, the
term even and odd referring to the
tens digit, and this indication is given
TO NUMBER GROUP
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Simplified schematic of the busy -test circuit of the terminating marker
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and the ground will be carried through
BLOCK
RELAY
a back contact of the s relay to operNS19
ate the associated L relay.
NF
After the number has been regisNC19 2859
tered in the marker a relay is operated
4,-- NS18
NFI8
that grounds the twenty HF leads
NC18 2858
brought to it through the number 70
2842group connector. This relay remains
NF
2857
NC INCL.
operated until an L relay operates. If
f----- NS
any of the lines of the twenty block
#---- N F
NCI 2 84
are any but the last of a group of
NS0
NFO
PBX trunks, the corresponding NF
NCO 2840
terminals will be cross -connected to
the HF bank, and the ground on these
NF
latter leads will thus be carried
09 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 o 0 99
08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 98
through the block relay, the number 07 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O O O 97
group connector, and back contacts on
06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 96
050 0 0 0 0 0 O o o 0 95
the corresponding L relays in the
-H F19
marker, and will operate the coro
HF
responding HT relays. All HT relays
HF
corresponding to PBX trunks, except
°
TF
the last, will thus be operated. This
TF 18
switches the leads connected to the
-'
TF
front contacts of the s relays from the
RF
"line- busy" relay to the moving
RF 18
contact of the next s relay, so that inRF0
stead of returning a busy signal if the
NF
04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 94
first trunk is busy, the ground from
03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 93
02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 92
the register relays will operate the L
01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 91
relay of the first idle trunk.
00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 90
NC
Suppose, to take a simple example,
09 o o 0 0 0
O O O O 99
0
08
o
o
O 0 o O o 0 98
o
that the first trunk of the PBX had
07 O O O O O O O O O O 97
io as its last two digits and that there
06 o o O o O 0 o 0 O O 96
05 0 o o O O 0 O O o O 95
were ten trunks in the group
°-'
HG D9
running from io to 19. Since the numce
HG D8
0
ber dialed has io as its last two digits, xú
HG DO
a ground would appear on the io lead
jWZ
HG C9
Z
from the units register. This ground
eeú
HG C8
x
would be carried to the moving con- ~a
HG CO
al
tact of the sio relay, and if this trunk KD
HG B9
were busy, would be extended through
Q
HG B8
mw
front contacts of sio and HTIO to the Om
HG BO
moving contact of si i. If this trunk I- MD
HG A9
HG A8
Z
also is busy the ground will be simi-
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Fig.
Simplified schematic of crossconnecting terminals for five block relays,
with one of the block relays shown above
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and so on until
an idle trunk is reached, when the
ground would be extended through
the back contact of that s relay to
operate the corresponding L relay. It
should be noted, however, that this
testing does not pass from one trunk
to the next in sequence, but that since
all the s and HT relays that are to
operate are operated together by the
closure of the block relay-the L relay
of the first idle line is also operated
immediately after the block relay has
operated.
If the PBX had been a large one,
there would very likely be more than
twenty trunks, so that they could not
all be reached through a single block
relay even if they started with the
first line of that block. This situation
is taken care of by running the lead
from the front contact of the last HT
relay to an "advance hunting" relay,
which is associated with a group of
"hunting progress" relays through
which pass the leads from the tens
group register relays on their way to
the windings of the block relays. If
all the trunks in the first block were
busy, the ground from the units group
of register relays would be carried
through the front contact of HTI9 to
operate the advance hunting relay.
This relay would release the block
relay already operated, and bring in
the block relay with the next group of
trunks to the PBX called. At the
same time the ground would be removed from the Io lead from the units
register relays and placed on the o
lead. The leads from the second block
relay would now be connected to the
marker, and this group would be busy
tested in exactly the same manner.
By this same method it is possible to
test large trunk groups, bringing in
one block relay after another as all the
trunks of one block are found busy.

larly extended to
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Should all the trunks in the group be
busy, the ground would be extended
to the line-busy relay through the
back contact of the last HT relay,
which will not be operated since the
last trunk of a group is connected to
the RF rather than to the HF lead.
The operation of an L relay, when a
line or trunk is found idle, grounds
both the NF and NC leads, and connects the Ns lead to relays in the
marker that will be used later for
"closing through" the talking path.
The grounds on the NC and NF leads
are carried back through the number group connector and the block relay
to the NC and NF cross -connecting
terminals. As already pointed out, the
NF leads are cross -connected to one of
the terminals of one of these multiple
banks -to the RF or TF banks if it is
an individual or a party line, and to
the HF if it is a PBX trunk. Each
multiple bank, however, has twenty
rows of terminals, one for each of
twenty possible line -link frames, and
the cross -connection made will depend on which primary line-link
frame the line is connected to.
For convenience in controlling the
completion of calls, the line -link
frames are divided into groups of four,
called "line- choices," and the control
leads from only one line-choice at a
time are brought to the marker
through a line -choice connector. This
arrangement parallels that of the
number group and number -group connector. There may be as many as
twenty line-choices in an office, and
the twenty horizontal strips in each
of the multiple banks associated with
the NF terminals are assigned to the
twenty possible line- choices. The
cross -connection from any NF lead is
thus run to the particular multiple
strip that corresponds to the line choice in which that line is located.
377

Leads from these multiple banks
run to the marker through the
number -group connector, and when
an L relay operates, the group placed
on the NF lead will pass over the cross connection to the multiple strip-in
either the TF, HF, or RF bank -for the

line choice on which that line or PBX
trunk appears, and will operate a relay in the marker that will bring in
the proper line- choice connector.
It is necessary further for the
marker to know which particular line link frame of the line- choice the line
is connected to, and the particular
row of switches in that frame, so that
it can proceed to find an idle path between the incoming trunk and the
line. This information is obtained by
the cross -connection of the NC lead.
As pointed out above there are only
two multiple banks associated with
the Nc leads, but each is divided
horizontally into two groups, so that
there is the equivalent of four multiple

banks, each ten terminals high. Each
of these banks represents one of the
four line frames of a line- choice, and
the ten strips in each group represent
the ten rows of switches on each
frame. These banks are marked A,
B, C, D, rather than by actual frame
numbers since they represent different
frames depending on the line- choice
selected. The jumper from the NC
terminal is thus run to the particular
level in the A, B, c, or D bank that
corresponds to the location of the line
on the line -link frame.
The leads from these multiple
banks also run back to the marker
through the number -group connector.
Ground appearing on one of them,
from a front contact on the L relay,
operates relays that allow the marker
to test for idle paths from the incoming trunk to that particular row of
switches, and also to operate the proper
select and hold magnets to connect
the line through.

THE MORRIS LIEBMANN MEMORIAL PRIZE
for 1939 has been awarded to H. T. Friis by the Institute

of Radio Engineers in recognition of "his investigations
in radio transmission including the development of
methods of measuring signals and noise and the creation
of a receiving system for mitigating selective fading and
noise interference." The award will be presented to Mr.
Friis at the Fourteenth Annual Convention of the Institute
that will be held in New York in September. Previous
Laboratories recipients of this medal are R. A. Heising,
7. R. Carson, Ralph Bown, Edmond Bruce, F. B.
Llewellyn, W. H. Doherty and G. C. Southworth.

Time Characteristics of the

U -Type Relay

By P. W. SWENSON
Switching Development Department

ON A local call between two
subscribers in a crossbar office, nearly a thousand relays
are involved. Their sequence of operation and release is determined chiefly
by the circuit arrangement, the action
of each relay or group of relays depending on the operation or release of
some other relay or circuit element
before it. At many stages, however, it
is essential that the operating or releasing times of certain relays be delayed or hastened to secure the required performance of the circuit. It
is important, therefore, that the operating and releasing times of the relays
be known and subject to control so
that correct operation can be assured
under all conditions. With the development of the U and Y-type relays,* therefore, studies were undertaken to determine the various factors
affecting operating and releasing
times and their range of values, so
that curves and tables could be prepared which would enable the performance of these relays to be accurately predicted.
It is possible, of course, to measure
the overall releasing or operating
times of relays, and to use these results in designing the circuits, but
this method has its disadvantages.
The releasing time, for example, depends in general both on the number
and type of contact springs, and on
the height of the stop disk, which is
used to provide a small airgap between the armature and core when
*RECORD,

May, 1938, p. 300 and p. 310.
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the relay is operated. To secure releasing times by this purely experimental method, therefore, measurements would have to be made on
many combinations of contact springs
and of stop -disk heights. In addition,
measurements would have to be made
on a large number of relays for each
combination of springs and disks to
establish the minimum and maximum
value for each. The more satisfactory
procedure is to analyze the time into
its various components, and to determine experimentally the range of
delay caused by each. When this is
done, it is always possible to combine
the factors in any desired manner,
and to determine the maximum and
minimum limits under all conditions.
The releasing time of a relay may
be divided into two components
known as the electrical releasing time
and the mechanical releasing time.
The former extends from the time the
winding circuit is opened to the time
the armature begins to move. The
latter is the time required for the
armature to move from the operated
position to that in which the contacts
just open.
The electrical releasing time is
really the time required for the flux
to decrease from its value when the
winding circuit is opened to its value
when the pressure of the springs is
just sufficient to overcome the pull
on the armature. For a relay with no
short-circuited winding, this time
would be zero if it were not for the
eddy currents induced in the mag379

netic material. These currents exert a
magnetomotive force tending to maintain the flux, and thus the electrical
releasing time may be redefined as the
time required for the magnetomotive
force of the eddy currents to reduce
from its maximum value to a value
just small enough to permit the relay
to release.
For a given magnetic structure and
material, the flux is a definite function
of the magnetomotive force maintaining it, and for the U-type relay the
relationship is as shown in Figure i,
where the magnetomotive force is
given in ampere turns. The form of
the relationship between flux and
ampere turns depends on whether the
exciting current is increasing or decreasing. In the former case, the graph
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magnetizing curve, and in
the latter-which is the one shown
a demagnetizing curve. The major
variable in the magnetic circuit of the
U relays under operated conditions is
the height of the stop disk. The curves
of Figure i give the relationship for
the two extreme limits of stop-disk
heights; the lower one, for an i8 -mil
disk and 25o ampere turns initial
magnetization, represents the conditions for establishing minimum release time; while the upper one, for a
5 -mil disk and soo ampere turns
initial magnetization, represents the
conditions for establishing maximum
release time. For all intermediate
values of disk height and magnetization, the curves would lie somewhere
between these two.
The time required for the flux to
decay over any interval along a demagnetization curve varies as the
steepness, or slope, of the curve and
as the logarithm of the ratio of the
lower to the higher limit of the ampere turns over the interval. If the
slope of the curve were the same at all
points, that is if the curve were a
diagonal straight line, the time would
be the same over the interval from
50o to 250 ampere turns as it was
from ioo to 50, since the ratio is the
same for both intervals. Actually the
slope decreases for the higher values of
ampere turns, and approaches zero at
50o ampere turns.
As a result of this flattening, the
amount of releasing time contributed
by a reduction from 50o to 250 ampere turns is very small, so that the
overall time depends primarily on the
value of ampere turns at which the
relay just releases, called releasing
ampere turns, which is the lower limit
of the interval. The slopes of the two
curves, moreover, are very nearly the
same, so that the decay time along
is called a
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Curves for the U-type relay showing relationship between releasing ampere
Fig.
turns and electrical releasing time with no short -circuited winding, solid curves, and
against operated load for various stop -disk heights, dotted curves

the two curves also is nearly the same, the curves include some mechanical
that along the five -mil curve being time, since the armature had to move
slightly greater because of the contri- a small distance before opening the
bution of the section of curve above contact used to make the measurements. In general the upper curve
250 ampere turns.
It would be possible to calculate the corresponds to the 5 -mil stop disk and
releasing times from these curves if Soo ampere turns initial magnetizathe characteristics of the circuit in tion, and the lower curve to the i 8 -mil
which the maintaining current was stop disk and 250 ampere turns initial
flowing were known. When the mag- magnetization, but the two curves
netomotive force is due to eddy cur- also cover the small variations from
rents in the magnetic material, how- relay to relay. The lower curve is used,
ever, the current paths are too irregular therefore, for estimating minimum
to permit ready calculation. It is releasing times, and the upper curve
necessary, therefore, to measure the for estimating maximum times.
These time curves thus give the
releasing time for various values of
releasing ampere turns measured in range of electrical releasing times for
the winding. Such a set of measured all U-type relays regardless of the
values is shown by the two solid combination of springs and of the
curves of Figure 2. These curves rep- height of the stop disks employed.
resent the minimum and maximum They are not of much value by themvalues of releasing times for all values selves, however, because they give
of releasing ampere turns. Actually, release time in terms of releasing
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ampere turns. It is necessary to know then vertically to the release time
in addition how the releasing ampere curves, and finally horizontally to the
turns vary with various combinations right -hand ordinate. Here the maxiof springs and stop -disk heights. Each mum time would be found to be some
spring load requires a definite flux to 17 milliseconds and the minimum
hold it, but the magnetomotive force time, 14 milliseconds. To this, from r
or ampere turns required to produce to 5 milliseconds is added for the
this flux will vary with the height of travel time. This travel time depends
the stop disk, because of the reluc- on the spring combination, but is
tance it introduces into the magnetic small in any event, so that great precircuit. For each of the three nominal cision is not required in determining
heights of stop disks provided, there- it. With this set of curves, and tables
fore, it is possible to determine ex- giving the load of various types of
perimentally the relationship between springs and the time of travel from
spring load and releasing ampere beginning of release to opening of the
turns. Curves showing this relation- contacts, the release time may be
ship are also plotted on Figure 2, but readily determined for any U -type
because a certain amount of variation relay that does not have a shortis unavoidable for a given nominal
circuited winding.
height of disk, curves for the two
To secure longer release times, a
limiting values of each of the three short -circuited winding is placed over
nominal heights are shown. These the relay core. Such windings provide
limiting values are 5 and 8 mils for the an additional circuit of much lower
smallest, io and 13 mils for the inter- resistance for eddy currents. Moremediate, and 15 and 18 mils for the over the time required for the current
largest stop -disk heights.
in this winding to decay may be calThe releasing force of the relay de- culated, since it depends on the ratio
pends on the number and types of of inductance to resistance of the
springs, and tables are available giv- short -circuited winding, and the ining the force in grams
0.35
for each type. For any
particular relay, there0.30
fore, it is necessary
\
only to add up the o
\
0.25
loads for the various óU
i \
springs to determine
\
\
\
the total load. If, for ?w 0.20 \\ \\
\ \
example, the total load 2
\ \
0.15
were 30o grams on a
COPPER
\
\
SLEEVES
\\
relay with a five-mil
5/8'
0.10 \ \\
13"ALUMINUM
I/n ```
2' '
stop disk, the electrical
\\\\ \2 ,.......
32 SLEEVE
releasing time would
0.05
be found by entering
NO
SLEEVE
Figure 2 at 30o grams
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Fig.
Electrical releasing time of the U-type relay for
various sizes of aluminum and copper sleeves over the core
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ductance may be calculated from the
demagnetization curves of Figure 1.
In the example taken above, the
number of releasing ampere turns, determined from Figure 2, was about
from
35, and this, as may be seen
Figure 1, corresponds to a flux of
about 2700 maxwells for the upper
curve. The determination of the
delay caused by the short -circuited
winding thus reduces to a determination of the time constant of the shortcircuited winding as the flux decays
from 8000 to 2700 maxwells, which
corresponds to a decrease in magneto motive force from 500 to 35 ampere
turns. As already pointed out, this
time is proportional to the ratio of the
inductance to the resistance. The inductance, which varies with the slope
of the demagnetization curve, can be
calculated for any point along the
curve, and the resistance, which remains essentially constant, can be
calculated from the constants of the
short-circuited winding. From these
values the time for the current to
decrease to the desired value may be
determined. The total release time
will then be that due to the short circuited winding plus that due to the
eddy currents in the magnetic material as given in Figure 2.
The short-circuited windings of the
U -type relay usually take the form of
a copper or aluminum sleeve placed
directly over the core, and concentric
with the energizing winding, and the
minimum electrical release times for
the four sleeves provided, computed as
described above, are shown in Figure
3. The bottom curve, which gives the
time when no short -circuited winding

is used, corresponds to the minimum

release -time curve of Figure 2.
Data for estimating the operate
times of U -type relays have also been
established. This time is mainly dependent on the time required for the
current to build up in the operating
winding to the value required to operate the relay. Eddy currents in the
magnetic material have a less significant although not negligible effect on
the operate time. If a short -circuited
winding is used, the time constant of
this winding will also enter. The longest operate time that can be insured
with the U -type relay is around forty
milliseconds, while the longest release
time is some 125 milliseconds.
Both operate and release -time data
are also available for the Y -type
relay,* which differs from the U type
chiefly in not employing a stop disk.
Its armature makes an iron -to -iron
contact with the core, and thus holds
operated to much lower values of
ampere turns. This does not appreciably affect the operate time, but
release times as high as 33o milliseconds may be secured.
The data made available by these
studies give the relay engineer all the
information needed for determining
operating and releasing times under
all ordinary conditions. One of the
valuable features is that it gives
maximum and minimum values, and
the circuits are always designed for
whichever of these values is controlling. When this is done, the variations of individual relays that are
employed in a system will not affect
the correct operation of the circuit.
*RECORD, May, 1938, p. 310.

HEARING TEST;
Tests of hearing, using
tones, are available for vis
both the World's Fairs. The
listens through a telephc
ceiver to a musical tone w,
hears in spurts -one, h
three at a time. Successive

sound farther and farther
He writes on his test blan
time how many tones he
This is then repeated fo?
pitches; the tones are 44o
1760, 3520 and 7040 cyci
second. Upon completion t
card is held over a light why
correct numbers appear ti
the paper. Words "Impa
"Slightly Impaired" and
mal or Good" also appear ti,
the paper. The words oppos

incorrectly recorded numbers describe the condition of hearing.
An attendant then places a check
mark on the card signifying in
private code the sex, color and
approximate age of the visitor;
and runs it through a photographic recording machine. The
photographs so obtained are being
used for a survey of hearing
undertaken in the Research Department by Dr. 7. C. Steinberg.
The photographs shown on this
page were taken at the New York
World's Fair. Top, the eight entrances to the special sound-proof
rooms; center, inside of a room
showing five of its seven booths;
bottom, recording the test card.
The frontispiece, page 369, shows
a visitor checking her test card

Portable
High - Frequency
Transmission Measuring Set
By F. R. DICKINSON
Toll Equipment Development

ONE of the essential
requirements for the

development and

maintenance of long- distance
lines is the provision of means
for accurately measuring gains
or losses in the component
parts of the system. Transmission- measuring sets, as a
result, have been made available to meet a variety of
requirements. Until recently, how- total weight is only thirty-six pounds.
The general method of measureever, the highest frequency employed
ment
is indicated in Figure i. An exhas been about thirty kilocycles, used
oscillator-the 17B* has been
Transcarrier
ternal
for the type -C
system.
provided
for the purpose- serves as a
measuring
for
these
high
missionsets
of
of
testing current; and a sensihave
been
the
bay
source
frequencies
mounted type, and are permanently tive microammeter, connected across
installed in terminal offices or in major a thermocouple, acts as the indicating
repeater stations.
device. The set provides two paths
With the advent of the J and K between the oscillator and meter, in
carrier systems, it was necessary to one of which are two adjustable atdesign a new set because of the much tenuators, giving adjustment in i -db
higher range of frequencies to be steps from o to 6o db, and a fixed atmeasured -running up to i 5o kc- tenuator of 30 db. Either path may be
and of the higher gains and losses selected by means of the "adjust involved. Moreover, the use of many compare" key. When a unit having an
additional small repeater stations, unknown overall loss is to be measmost of them maintained from main ured, it is plugged into the jacks in the
stations, made it desirable to make lower path. The loss in the attenuator
a portable set. As a result, the 3oA is then adjusted to equal the unknown
transmission -measuring set has been loss, comparative readings being taken
developed. It is housed in a cabinet through each branch of the set until
approximately twenty by twelve by the meter readings are the same.
six and one-half inches, and its
*RECORD, May, 1939, p 291.
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When a unit having
an overall gain is to be
measured, it is inserted
in the upper path at
the output of the attenuator. Again, adjustments are made in
the attenuator until

the meter readings

through both branches
of the circuit are the
same, which indicates

that the net loss

through the upper
branch is zero. The unknown gain is then
equal to the attenuator

Fig.

2

-Top

view of test set with cover removed

reading. Since the

smallest unit of attenuator adjustment is i db, fractional parts of a db
are read on the meter scale, which is
marked in heavy lines over the range
from -1 to +I db. The o-db reading
in the center of the scale corresponds
to one milliwatt, which is the reference level of the set. At this point the
accuracy of the meter is one -quarter
of one per cent.
Since the meter is of the thermocouple type, it may be calibrated on
direct current, and a flashlight cell is
included in the set for this purpose.
The complete calibration is accomplished in three steps, using the five-

position switch at the left center of the
test set, shown in Figure 2. The
switch is first turned to the position
marked "dial 1," which establishes a
circuit as shown in the upper part of
Figure 3. The battery is connected
across a high- resistance potentiometer,
controlled by "dial 1," and across the
potentiometer is connected a 135 -ohm
resistance through an ammeter shunt.
Since the high-frequency carrier systems are designed for 135 -ohm circuits, the test set is similarly designed,
and is calibrated as a termination for
circuits of this impedance. "Dial 1" is
adjusted until the meter reads zero.

30-DECIBEL
PAD
T

TEST CURRENT
POTENTIOMETER
5 TO 7 DB

MEASURE

GAIN

T

0--f _A
0-10 DB 0-50 DB

IN

I0- DECIBEL

ATTENUATORS
ADJUST
COMPARE

PADS

_

---0- 0 0 êQ
f

-

+

TO TEST

OSCILLATOR
MEASURE

0

Fig.
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AA/ o

i-Simplified schematic of the

LOSS

3o21 transmission -measuring set
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When connected to the shunt in this
manner the meter will read zero with
a current of 2.72 milliamperes, which
is the current that is required for
one milliwatt of power in the 135 ohm resistance.
Having thus adjusted the battery
current to give an output of one
milliwatt into a 135 -ohm resistance,
the switch is turned to the position
marked "dial 2," which gives the
connections shown in the middle of
Figure 3. In this position, the 135 ohm resistance is replaced by the
thermocouple in series with the resistance controlled by "dial 2," which is
adjusted until the meter pointer again
rests at the zero position. This adjusts the resistance of the thermocouple circuit to 135 ohms.
With this adjustment made, the
switch is turned to "dial 3" position,
which gives the connections shown in
the lower diagram of Figure 3. This
is the same as for the previous arrangement, except that the meter has
been moved from the shunt to the
thermocouple. "Dial 3" is adjusted
until the meter pointer is again at
zero. The thermocouple may give
slightly different readings depending
on the direction of current through
them, and a fourth position is provided on the switch to reverse the
current to the thermocouple. "Dial 3"
is adjusted so that the meter gives
equal deflections on both sides of the
zero for the two directions of current
flow. The thermocouple is in a
separate replaceable unit, mounted
just above the calibration switch,
and, for extremely precise results,
various thermocouples may be tried
until one is found that has little or no
directional effect. When this final
step of the calibration is completed,
the switch is turned to the fifth position, which disconnects the battery
74ugust 1939

and connects the set so that it is ready
for making measurements.
Although designed for measurements on 135 -ohm circuits, the set
may be used on 600-ohm circuits by
inserting repeating coils, which are
incorporated in the set. These introduce some loss, for which a correction
must be made when precise measurements are desired. The correction per
coil is less than I2 db over the frequency range from loo to 150,000
cycles. A 10 -db loss network is also
provided for use when the 90 db provided for normal use is not sufficient.
This network and the two repeating
coils are connected to jacks along the
upper part of the set, so that they
may be patched into the circuit at
any of the five jack positions indicated in Figure 1, these jacks also
being mounted in the row along the

135 W
STAN DARD

3-

Fig.
Calibration of the 3011 test set is
accomplished in three steps shown in order
above from top to bottom
387

top of the set. A set of three pairs of
jacks is also provided, connected in
parallel, which may be used when
multiple connections are required.
Three io-db pads, controlled by keys
at the lower left corner of the set, are
provided in series with the meter to
prevent damage from large current
during the early stages of a measure-

tray of an electric refrigerator
each pair of jacks being in one compartment. Within the row, the jack;
are located so as to bring high differences in level as far apart as possible. The attenuators all have their
overall shields, with separate shields
for the resistances. The two halves
of the "adjust- compare" key, where
high differences of level
occur, are completely
boxed in by shields,
and the operated position of the key that
cuts in the 3o -db attenuator is completely
enclosed. Rubber -covered shielded wire is
used to reduce crosstalk and capacity to
ground. The two repeating coils have been
placed at right angles
to each other to reduce
ice

crosstalk effects observed when the coils
are parallel. The metal
Fig..}

Under side of the 30'1 test set when re movedfrom case

ment. These may be cut out, one at a
time, by the keys and are all out for
the final measurement.
Because of the high frequencies for
which the set will be used, and the
wide range in level, careful consideration had to be given to all parts of the
design. All the keys except the adjust- compare key have twin contacts
to increase their reliability. Side wiping contacts are provided for the
adjust- compare key for a similar
reason. The attenuators all have silver
wiping- contacts with non -inductive
resistances and are accurate within
0.1 db. Internal shielding of the component parts is of prime importance.
The row of jacks at the top of set is
shielded by a structure resembling the
388

top panel, when

grounded, serves as a
shield for the entire set, and all the
jack sleeves are grounded through
contact with it.
This top panel serves also as a
mounting plate for all the apparatus,
and is arranged for removal from the
casing as shown in Figure 4. A cover,
not shown in the photographs, protects the top of the set when not in
use or during shipment. This cover,
when in place, depresses a button
just below the right -hand corner of
the meter, which operates a short circuiting switch on the moving coil
of the meter to damp the movement
and lessen the likelihood of damage
when the instrument is in transit. The
top panel is of heavy aluminum sheet,
which is treated by a patented procziugust 1939

ss known as alumiliting. This proc°ss, which includes a black aniline

lye for color, gives the panel an
aluminum oxide coating of sapphire
hardness and extreme resistance to
wear, with an appearance similar to
that of phenol fibre. By means of a
printing process from a photographically produced master plate, the
name -plate, designations, and diagrams are etched through the oxidized surface to the bright aluminum
beneath. With such a process, the
number of designations placed on the
plate has practically no effect on the
cost, and it was therefore found desirable to include a simplified schematic

diagram in the space below the meter.
The designations on the apparatus
together with the simplified schematic
diagram make the set practically selfinstructing. With only a limited
knowledge of its operation a person
wishing to make transmission measurements is able, in a very short time, to
realize its full capabilities and be able
to make any desired measurement.
Use in the field has proved this 3oA
transmission -measuring set a valuable unit of testing equipment. Its
compact size and light weight make
it convenient, and its high accuracy
yields results equivalent to those
ordinarily obtained in the laboratory.

i

flpparatus developed by the Laboratories to coat vacuum -tube filaments
automatically. The fine core -wire passes through coating baths and then
through electric furnaces to dry the coating. The slotted wheel applies the coating
mixture as it passes along a groove in the wheel. The mixture is stirred by a
small motor- driven propeller
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Simplifying the Adjustment of
Antenna Arrays
By J. F. MORRISON
Radio Broadcast Development

N RECENT years radio broadcast- permitting a reduction in interference
ers have been extensively utilizing with stations operating on the same
multiple -element antenna systems or on an adjacent frequency and an
to make the most effective use of their increase in signal strength in densely
licensed power. These antenna arrays, populated areas where high noise conusually consisting of two or more ditions generally prevail. Two examvertical antennas, allow a directional ples of such arrays have already been
control of the radiated power, thus described in the RECORD.*
The radiation patterns obtained
RADIATOR
RADIATOR
NO.1
from such arrays depend upon the
NO.2
separation of the individual towers
generally used for antennas, and on
the relative magnitude and phase of
4
4
the current in each of them. Once the
a
4
desired radiation pattern has been
(a)
agreed upon, and the spacing of the
antennas settled, it is possible to calL2
culate what the relative magnitude
and phase of the current in each
antenna should be. To secure these
IiR
desired currents, however, is not
I2R
simple. Line-branching and phase (b)
shifting networks are provided to
control the magnitude and phase of
the current to each antenna, but how
these networks should be adjusted to
give the desired antenna currents canFIR
not be predicted in advance because of
F2 R
the reaction of the current in each
FI
186°
antenna on the current in the others.
(d)
Assume, for example, that two
quarter-wavelength antennas spaced
F2
a quarter wavelength apart were to be
Fig.
Because of currents induced in employed to secure a particular pateach radiator by currents in the other, the tern, and that the current in radiator
resultant currents in each of the radiators I was required to be twice the magni-

»

I

i-

differ considerably from those that would
exist without the mutual effect
390

*RECORD,

April, 1935, p. 232, and September,

1936, p. 17.
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tude of that in radiator 2 and to lead
it by 90 degrees. If the current in one
radiator had no effect on that in the
other, all that would be required
would be to adjust line- branching
and phase- adjusting networks so that
the current flowing to radiator i
would be twice that going to radiator
2 and would lead it by
90 degrees. The radiated fields from the
two antennas are proportional to the respective currents, and
the field in any direction would be the resultant of these two
component fields, allowing for the phase

desired fields are indicated by the
dotted vectors, and the wide divergence of the actual values- resulting from the induced currents in the
radiators -is plainly evident. The
effect of the induced currents on the
resultant currents in the antenna as
shown on Figure i indicates why the

difference caused by

the quarter -wave-

length separation of
the two antennas.
Actually, however,
the current in each radiator induces a current in the other, with
the result that the net Fig. 2-The measuring apparatus is arranged on a 19 -inch
current in each is the panel, which may be mounted on a relay rack if desired
vector sum of the current fed to the antenna from the line- branching and phase- shifting nettransmitter and that induced in it by works cannot be set to produce the
the current in the other radiator. The desired difference between the cureffect of this is shown vectorially in rents in the two radiators.
"b" and "c" of Figure i, where i
To obtain the currents to give the
is the current supplied to the radi- desired pattern it has been necessary
ators from the transmitter, and i is in practice to make an approximate
the current induced in the radiator adjustment and then to make field
by the current in the adjacent radi- intensity measurements around the
ator. In the diagram, subscripts i and array. From these measurements, the
2 are employed to differentiate the
magnitude and phase of the current in
currents in the two radiators. The the radiators can be calculated, and
resultant currents r, are then a first changes can then be made in the netapproximation of the actual currents works to produce more nearly the
in the radiators.
desired results. This process might
The two radiated fields are in phase have to be repeated a number of
with the resultant current and are in- times, with the result that the addicated at (d) on the diagram. The justment of an array becomes a cornAugust 1939
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paratively long and tedious process.
Moreover the radiation pattern needs
checking from time to time since the
currents in the antennas may change
because of variations in circuit characteristics. Thus it can be seen that
some simpler means of determining
the currents in the antennas of an
array is highly desirable.
The 2A phase monitor has been developed to facilitate these original
adjustments and to enable the station
operator to restore or check them at
any time. It consists of a panel,
shown in Figure 2, connected to
sampling loops on each tower by
coaxial transmission lines as shown in
Figure 3. The sampling loops consist
of a single turn loop which is fastened
to each antenna at a point sufficiently
high above the ground to assure an

accurate sample of the current flowing
in the antenna. The dimensions of the
loop as well as its points of attachment must be identical for both the
antennas. The top of the loop is
directly connected to the towers,
while the bottom is insulated, and is
connected to the center conductor of a
coaxial line leading to the measuring
equipment. The two transmission
lines are made to have identical overall characteristics.
At the measuring equipment the
lines are connected through radio frequency thermal milliammeters,
which indicate the magnitude of the
two currents supplied to the input of
a vacuum -tube galvanometer or voltmeter. Between the milliammeter
M2 and the galvanometer on one
of the lines, however, is a phaseshifting network which
permits the phase of
the current in that circuit to be shifted until
it is the same as that
INSULATORS
supplied by the other
line. The circuit is arranged so that when

this condition is

PHASE
MONITOR

7

reached, the galvanometer will give a minimum reading, and the
amount of phase shift
required to bring the
two currents into phase
is indicated by the dial
controlling the phaseshifting network. Since

the magnitude and
COAXIAL
TRANSMISSION
LINES

1

L

VACUUM -TUBE
GALVANOME TERJ
I

TO RADIO
TRANSMITTER

Fig.
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3 -Block

schematic of method of directly measuring
antenna currents by means of 2ll phase monitor

phase of the currents
required to give the
desired field distribution pattern are known,
it is necessary only to
adjust the line- branching and phase-shifting
networks in the main
ilugust 1939

to make up for the loss through the
phase- shifting network and to adjust
measuring equipment. The necessity the output voltage to equal that
of tedious field- strength measure- across the other terminating resistments are thus unnecessary except as ance R7. The amplified voltage is then
applied to the vacuum -tube galvaa final check.
The circuit of the measuring equip- nometer. The voltage developed across
ment is shown in schematic form in the terminating resistance R7 of the
Figure 4. One of the
lines to the antenna until those
known values are indicated on the

coaxial transmission

lines is connected

through a radio -frequency milliammeter
M2, a resistance RI, an
inductance LI, and a
capacity c5 to ground,
the inductance and capacity each having impedances, at the carrier
frequency, numerically
equal to resistance RI,
the characteristic impedance of the coaxial
sampling line. Two
identical high- impedance radio -frequency

1
l,

C,

RADIO FREQUENCY
J
L3

iS AMPLIFIER

INPUT 2
VACUUM-TUBE
GALVANOMETER
INPUT

C3

POWER I
SUPPLY
APPARATUS

R5
MECHANICAL /1I
CLUTCH

ílß\

DIAL

transformers with

permalloy -dust cores,
Fig. 4- Simplified schematic of the measuring circuit
TI and T2, are connected from the resistance to the other line is also applied through
ground and from the capacity to switch DI directly to the vacuum -tube
ground respectively, and thus produce galvanometer, which will give a minion their secondary sides two poten- mum reading when the phase of the
tials in quadrature with each other. voltage at input I is the same as that
The secondaries of these two trans- of input 2 and the two voltages are
formers are grounded at their mid- equal.
If the rotors of the condensers were
points, with the result that the four
potentials across the condensers ci, so positioned relative to the stators
c2, c3 and c4 across the secondaries that the capacitances of the four conof the transformers are all in quad - densers were always the same, the
rature and may be represented as output current, i5j would, of course, be
+e, -e, +je, and -je. The rotor zero, because four equal quadrature
plates of the four condensers are components sum up to zero. Actually,
connected together electrically so that however, the stators and rotors of the
the output current, i5j is the sum of four condensers are mounted as shown
the currents through the four con- in Figure 5. There are four sets of
densers. This output current produces stator plates but only two sets of
a voltage across R5 which is amplified rotor plates; one set of rotor plates
ilugust 1939
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algebraically to give the dotted curve
of Figure 7, which represents the
imaginary component of i5. The two
components represented by these
curves are the quadrature components of the resultant current and
must be added vectorially to give i5.
Fig. 5- Relative position of the stator and The result of the vector addition is
rotor plates of condensers ci, c2, c3 and c4 indicated for a number of angular positions of the rotor in Figure 8. It will
serving for ci and c2, and the other be noted that for all angles of rotation
for c3 and c4. The rotors are con- of the plates, the magnitude of the
nected mechanically in the relative resultant current, i5j is the same and
positions shown on the illustration, its phase angle is equal to the angle of
Figure 5, above, and are rotated to- rotation of the condenser rotors. Thus
gether by a single dial.
the voltage at the input of the voltIn the position of the rotors indi- meter is always the same in magnicated, the capacitances of ci and c2 tude but is shifted with respect to the
are alike and thus il and i2 flowing
through the condensers are equal, but
since they are of opposite phase, they
cancel. The capacitance of c4, on the
o
other hand, is zero and that of c3 is a
maximum, so that i4 is zero and i3 is a
maximum, and the resultant output,
i5, is equal to +ji3, which applies a
potential to the voltmeter proportional to +je. As the rotors are
a5
turned to the right, there is a proc2
gressive change in the magnitude of
the four components, so that, after a
9o-degree turn, i2 is zero, il is a maximum, and i3 and i4 are equal and
opposite, so that the resultant cur0.5
rent, i5, becomes +i.
C3
The values of the capacitances of
o
the four condensers for various angular positions of the rotor are as indicated in the four graphs of Figure 6,
C4
and the component currents cor- 0.5
respond to these capacitances. Since
the currents flowing through ci and
C2 are always 18o degrees apart, they
o
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0
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may be added algebraically to give
ROTOR POSITION IN DEGREES
the solid curve of Figure 7, which represents the real component of is. Like- Fig. 6- Capacitance of the four phase wise the currents flowing through shifting condensers for various angular
condensers c3 and c4 may be added
positions of the rotor
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=phase at the input to the phase- shifter
by an amount equal to the rotation of
the rotor plates.
The resistance and capacity network, RI and c5, which provides the
quadrature relationship required between the two transformers by the
phase-measuring condensers, is adjusted by using the vacuum -tube
galvanometer. Two contacts, in addition to the "cAL" and "MEAS"
points, on the test switch DI are provided as shown dotted in Figure 4 so
that the voltage of condenser c to
ground may be measured and the
capacity adjusted until the voltage
across it equals that of resistance RI
to ground. Another point on the
switch enables inductance LI to be
adjusted so that its impedance is
equal and opposite to that of condenser cs, as indicated by a minimum
deflection upon the galvanometer.
The proper adjustment of c5 and LI
may by this means be quickly established for any frequency and checked
at any time without supplementary
measuring equipment.
The vacuum -tube galvanometer, as
already noted, gives a minimum reading when the potentials applied to its
two inputs are in phase and equal in
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Fig.
Vector resultants of the curves of
Figure 6 for various rotor positions

voltmeter has been shifted in phase
sufficiently to bring it in phase with
the other input, and the amount of
phase shift necessary to bring this
about is the original phase difference
between the currents from the two
transmission lines at the input to the
measuring equipment.
The relative magnitudes of the currents
in the towers are determined directly from the
/
readings of the radio -
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magnitude. Since one input is supplied directly from one of the transmission lines, and the other, from that
of the other transmission line through
the phase shifter, a minimum reading
will be obtained when one input to the

120
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180
2 0 240
ROTOR POSITION IN DEGREES

270

300

330

360

frequency thermal

milliammeters Mi and
M2. These meters are
of the expanded -scale
type having substantially linear scales from
50 to 250 milliamperes.

Terminations are
7-Sum of il and i2, solid curve, and of i3 and i4, dotted provided for three
curve, for various angular positions of the rotor
sampling lines and a
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selector switch has been provided meter errors that might occur from
which is wired to enable the relative the relative magnitude determination.
magnitude and phase to be deterThis new monitoring equipment is
mined for each of three towers.
useful not only in adjusting the patAnother feature is a provision for tern when the station is first put in
interchanging the connections be- operation, but in checking the pertween the monitor proper and two of formance of the array from time to
the sampling lines which makes it time. As a permanent part of the
possible to re-measure an angle using equipment of stations using antenna
an adjacent quadrant of the phase - arrays to secure controlled radiation,
measuring condensers, thus obtaining the apparatus makes it possible to
a substantial check upon the accuracy check the performance of the array
of the original adjustments and meas- periodically, and thus to avoid a
urement. The same interchange pro- changing of the pattern caused by
vision makes it possible to eliminate variations that are likely to occur.

Mrs. Gilbert Grosvenor, daughter of Alexander Graham Bell, and Mr. Grosvenor
(at the right) hear Mrs. Anna Mae Swenson operate the Yoder in Mr. S. S.
A. Watkins' office at the Bell System Exhibit at the New York World's Fair

Jacks for
Main Distributing
Frames
By J. E. SHAFER
Electro -Mechanical Development

IN METROPOLITAN areas, where

telephone circuits are installed in
cables entirely underground, as
many as thirty thousand pairs of
wires may enter a single central office.
These wires all terminate at the main
distributing frame. To conserve space
at this location a jack arrangement
has been developed to connect the
cable pairs to the central -office circuits. It replaces the protector mounting which is not needed where the
outside plant is entirely underground,
since excessive voltages cannot ordinarily be impressed on the circuits.
Twice as many circuits can be accommodated in the same space by the use
of this jack arrangement without
sacrificing any of the testing arrangements now generally used.
A group of the new jacks is shown
in the illustration. Each jack has two
pairs of spring contacts which normally close the tip and ring of a cable
pair to the tip and ring of the associated central -office circuit. Each set of
springs is opposite another set on the
other side of the jack and each set
serves one cable pair. The incoming
cable pairs are soldered to terminals
on one side of the jack and the cross connecting jumpers to the other side.
The outside wires usually remain connected during the life of the office but
the jumper wires are frequently
changed. The terminals for both the
flugust 1939

outside wires and jumpers are mounted
forward in an accessible position.
Precious -metal contacts assure greater
freedom from circuit noise than protector mountings which have basemetal contacts. A guide is also provided to hold the plugs in position
and to insure their proper insertion
into the jack.
New plugs and shields have been
developed for the new jack. A test
plug and a dummy plug are shown in
place in the illustration. The test
plug has four springs which are connected to the tip and ring conductors
of the cable and to the jumper pair.
By this plug the central office and
cable circuits can both be patched to a
testing station. Inserting the dummy
plug disconnects the cable pair from
the inside circuit; and this is equivalent to removing heat coils or dummy
heat coils from a protector mounting.
397

Several other attachments are shown
in the photograph, some with their

protective covers removed. Above at
the right is a test plug which has
terminals from the two inner springs
only and is used to check cable pairs
during installation or in case of cable
failure. Below at the left is a reversing
plug which reverses the tip and ring
connection to the line. A guard, shown
near the bottom of the photograph,
serves as a marker for important circuits to prevent accidental insertion
of a plug. The object nearest the
jacks is a shield to cover completely

the front end of a jack when extra
protection is desired. The gang plug
at the right opens ten pairs at a time
and is used principally in case of
cable failure.
Substituting the new jacks for protector mountings will reduce appreciably the floor space required
where protector blocks are not needed.
In some cases it will make unnecessary a double -sided protector frame,
the cabling that is necessary between
the protector frame and the main
frame, and the additional mezzanine
platform and lighting facilities.

Testing toll circuits with a return -loss set which measures
the unbalance between a line impedance and a network
impedance. When the return -loss is high the balance is
good and this condition makes two -wire repeatered circuits
operate most satisfactorily
398
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145

.

333
338

.

41

.

212

.

17

N
Networks
Balancing Networks for Toll Cables
Crystal Filters for Broad -Band Carrier Systems
Electrical Features
Physical Features
Filters for H -1 Carrier System
Longitudinal -Noise Filter for Type -K Carrier System
New York World's Fair
Entrance to Bell System Building (Picture)
Exhibits, General Description (Insert)
Hearing Test Demonstration
Mrs. Gilbert Grosvenor Visits Exhibit
The Voder
Description
The New York Times Editorial
Photograph of Voder Exhibit
IO

Etheridge
Willis
Ziegler
Israel
Rounds
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

62
66
45
297

305

June
369, 384
396
170
177
265

Noise
Noise at Telephone Locations
Prevention of Noise in Telephone Circuits
Sound -Level Distribution Recorder
Suppressing Noise on Type -K Carrier System

Seacord .
Shetzline

306
34
254
206

.

.

Kahl
Likens

.

o
Operators' Transmitters, Improved Mouthpiece (Picture)
Optical Properties of Alkali Metals
Order Turret, No. 4
Oscillator, No. 17B
Outside Plant
Spacing of Telephone Wires

II
Briggs .
Beaumont
"1leans

.

343
100
291

Carr

.

106

.

P
Paper, Conducting Particles in Condenser (Picture)
Photoelectric Cells
Optical Properties of Alkali Metals
Physical Research
Electron Analysis of Stearic Acid Filins
Magnetic Shields
Optical Properties of Alkali \letals
Point -to -Point Radio (see Radio)
Police Radio (see Radio)
Power Supply Systems
Charging Control for PBX Batteries
Power Plants
No. Io5A
No.4toA for Toll Systems
No. 420A for Type-K Carrier System
Regulated Tube Rectifiers
Ringing Machines
Machine for Small Offices, No. KS -5510
Plant for Large Offices, No. 8o3C
Private Branch Exchanges
Charging Control for PBX Batteries
Keys for PBX's
Order Turret, No. 4
Power Plant, No. Io5A
Ringing Machine, No. KS -5510
Prizes and Other Honors
Elliott Cresson Medals
To G. A. Campbell
To J R Carson
John Fritz Medal to F. B. Jewett
Lawrence Sperry Award to R. C. Newhouse
Morris Liebmann Memorial Prize to H T Friis

157

Briggs

Germer
Ellwood
Briggs

343

.

.

.

.

12

.

.

.

.

.

..

93
343

Knowlton

.

.

Larew .
Larew
Spencer .
Trucksess
.

de Kay
Rocs

28
314
245
24

.
.

.
.

363

.

Knowlton
Beaumont
Larew .
de Kay .

14

I I I

.

.

14
168
Loo

.

.

.

.

28

.

.

36;

296
296
73, 96, 223
194
378

Public Address Systems
Cardioid Directional Microphone, No. 639A
Template for Graphing Audio -Amplifier Performance

Quartz Crystals (see Crystals)

Marshall

.

<iugustadt

.

.

338
153

Q
R

Radio

Aircraft
Demonstration of 'Terrain Clearance Indicator

84

Broadcast
Amplifiers
Bridging, No. 94 -Type
Pre -Mixing, No. Io4A
Program, No. 105A, and Line, No. Io6A .
Antenna Arrays, Adjustment of
Cardioid Directional Microphone, No. 639A
No. 405A1 (5KW.) Radio Telephone Equipment
No. 4o7A (50Kw.) Radio Telephone Equipment
Picture Section
.

Harley
Owens

.

89
260

.
.

Owendof}'

125

Morrison
Marshall

390
338

Coram .
7
Kishpaugh
2
Sept.-I to IV

General
Radio Slide Rule
Vogad for Radio -Telephone Control Terminals

Doba

334
49

.

Marine
Equipment for Small Vessels, No. 226A
Point -to -Point
Portable Emergency Radio Telephone Equipment

Browne

Police
Radio Telephone Equipment, No. 228A
Transmitter, No. 222A
Ship -to -Shore
Norfolk Antenna System

Caugl:ey

21

.

.

198

366
80

.

134

Transmitters
No. 22A (25 watts)
No. 4o5A I (5 Kw.) Radio Telephone Equipment
No. 4o7A (50Kw.) Radio Telephone Equipment
Picture Section

Coram .
7
Kishbaugh
2
Sept. -I to IV

Transoceanic
Vogad for Radio -Telephone Control Terminals
.
Railroads
Coordinated Induction Tests in an A -C Electrification
Portable Telephone for Railroads, No. 301A
Rectifiers
Power Plant, No. IoSA
Regulated Tube Rectifiers
Tubes for 5o Kw. Transmitter (Picture)
[ 12

.

Doba

.

Maurer
Mill

.

49

.

239

Larew .
Trucksess

158
.

.

.

.

28
24
105

Meacham Jan. -III, 138

Reference Frequency System
Regulator, No. 2B
Relays

285

Battery Charging Control Relay, No. 253 Type
Multi- Contact
Relay Tester with Lamp in Handle (Picture)
Time Characteristics of U -Type
"Tripping Relays, Increasing Range of
Ringing Machines
Machine for Small Offices, No. KS -5510
Plant for Large Offices, No. 8o3C
Rolling Mill for Permalloy Tape (Picture)

Knowlton
Freile

.

.

Swenson
Stacy .

.

14
301
16

.

379
353

.
.

de Kay

.

.

363

Ross

.

.

111

.

145

S

Shields, Magnetic

Development of
For Transformers
Ship -to -Shore Radio (see Radio)
Slide Rule, Radio
Sound, Speech, Hearing and Acoustics
Noise at Telephone Locations
Sound -Level Distribution Recorder
Time Intervals in Telephone Conversations
Spectrochemical Analysis
Subscribers Station Equipment
Anti -Sidetone Station Circuit
Connecting Block (Picture)
Dial Number Plate (Picture)
Inside Wiring Cable (Picture)
Molded Telephone Apparatus Design
Telephone, Portable, for Railroads, No. 3o1A
Synthesizing Speech
The Voder
Description
Editorial in The New York Times
Picture at New York World's Fair

Ellwood .
Gustafson

.

93
97

.

.

334

Seacord
Kahl .

Murphy
Ruehle
Foley

.

.

.

.

306

.

.

.

254

.

.

85

.

.

202
347
320

.

52

302
212

Huxhann
.

.

Miller

158

.

170
177

265

T
Telegraph Systems and Equipment
Power Plant, No. 410A
Transmission Measuring Set
Teletypewriter Systems
Adjusting Holding Magnet ( Picture)
General Features
Holding- Magnet Selector
Page Teletypewriter, No. 26

Larew
Hearn

Watson
Lang
.

Swezey
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.

.

.

.

314
224

.

.

.

.

33
53
281

.

.

257

Television Pick -Up Over Telephone Cable Pairs
Testing (see Measurements and Testing)

312

Time
Announcement System
Clock, Precision, for Telephone Time

Edwards
131
Terry .
.
272
Meacham Jan. -III, 138
.

Reference Frequencies, Generation of

Toll Systems and Equipment
Attenuation, High- Frequency, on Open Wire Lines
Balancing Networks for Toll Cables
Conference System, Long-Distance
Crystal Filters for Broad -Band Carrier Systems
Electrical Features
Physical Features
Filters for H -1 Carrier Telephone Systems
Four -Wire Circuits in Retrospect
Inductometer, High -Frequency

.

.

.

Lockout in Long Telephone Circuits
Noise Prevention in Telephone Circuits
Power Plant for Toll System, No. 410A
Regulator, No. 2B
Return -Loss Test Set (Picture)
Spacing for Telephone Wires
Time Intervals in Telephone Conversation
Transmission -Measuring Set, Portable High -Frequency,
No. 30A
Type-K Carrier System
Characteristics of System between New York and
Charlotte
Crosstalk Balancing
Crosstalk Poling
Longitudinal -Noise Filter
Power Plant, No. 420A
Regulation
Repeaters
Suppressing Noise and Crosstalk
Tool for Amplifiers, No. 554A
Twist Regulator (Picture)
Vacuum Tube "l'est Set for Carrier Systems

Tools
Coaxial -Cable Cutter (Picture)
Type -K Amplifier Tool, No. 554
Transcontinental Line, First
Transformers, Magnetic Shields for
Transmitters, Radio (see Radio)
Transmitters, Improved Mouthpieces for Operators (Picture)
Transoceanic Radio (see Radio)

Curtis .
I''theridge
Etheridge

121

Willis
Ziegler
Israel .
Bouton .
Herborn
Horton .
Shetzline
Larew .

.

62
66
45
116
351

.

249

17

181

.

.

Carr .
.I7nrlhy

34

.

314
z85
398

.

.

to6

.

.

85

Dickinson

.

.

385

229

Hockgraf

185

/1 in berg

191

Rounds
Spencer
Brooks
Wilson
Aikens

297
245
16o

I48
206
151

137

L utorrrirski

.

316
140
151

350

Gustafson

.

97
11

V
v

acuum Tubes

Coating Filaments (Picture)
No. 298A (ioo Kw.)

388
Sept. -I

Nos. 312A and 322A for Suppressor -Grid Modulation
No. 356A for Ultra-High Frequencies (Picture)
Rectifier Tubes for 50 Kw. Transmitter (Picture)
Vitamin 131 and Scientific Endeavor
Voder, The
Description

Green

41

244
105

300
170

The New York Times Editorial
Picture at New York World's Fair

177

z65

Vogad for Radio -Telephone Control Terminus

Doba

.

49

.

w
Wires and Wiring
Identifying Cable Wires
Inside Wiring Cable (Picture)
Spacing for Telephone Wires
Switchboard Wiring (Picture)
World's Fair (see New York)

Jan. -I, 155

Crisfield
Carr

.

.

302
106
20

X
X -Ray Diffraction Apparatus

(

Picture)

308
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